Montclair Maintains Conference Lead

There will be a meeting of all those interested in work -

ing on the photography staff of La Campana at Ed Kasp -

ic Avenue, Upper Montclair at 8:00 p.m. Thursday, February 22. Instructions will be given and refreshments will be served.
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Professor Ethel J. Alpenfels, one of the country's leading anthro- 

pologists, will speak to Montclair State's students and faculty on February 20. Dr. Alpenfels will discuss "Ways of Looking at Culture."

Her talk will emphasize the development of American culture by contrasting it with today's more primitive cultures. The lecture will be followed by a question and answer period.

Dr. Alpenfels is a professor at the New York University School of Education, where she teaches cultural anthropology and in 1956 the American Women's Association named her "Teacher of the Year," and she was chosen "Woman of the Year in 1850 by the National Association of Negro Women.

She is rated as "probably one of the best speakers in America, of the many, by Prof. Bertha Quiltna, social studies profes- 

ser at Montclair State. Dr. Quiltna substituted for Dr. Alpenfels last year at NYU while the professor was on leave of absence in the South Sea islands.

Dr. Alpenfels is the author of "Shores and Shimmer About Race" and "Brothers All," two books used widely by church groups. She writes frequently for anthropological jour- 

nals and her monograph, "The Human Hand," has received worldwide circulation.

She has done research among the Modoc Indians under a Rock- 

efeller Foundation grant and has made a study of the life of the Haida Indian of Queen Charl- 

lotte Island, British Columbia. Under the auspices of the Na- 

tional Committee of Christians and Jews, she conducted a three- 

year research project on "Why Do People Change Attitudes?" She served recently as director of the anthropological team for the New York University School of Engineering's Solar Stove Proj- 

ect, which was sponsored by the Ford Foundation.

A native of Denver, Colorado.

(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)

Montclair State College

Music, Theater

To Join At MSC

A number of interested music majors, under the guidance of MENC, are forming an American Musical Theater Workshop this semester.

All students on campus are invited to join. The only re- 

quirement will be a genuine and 

live interest in the theater.

Members will enjoy production, make-up, acting, directing, and musical number growth in the American theater. Original plays and music will be greatly appreciated. Meetings will con- 

sist of topics which meet the needs of the membership.

The first meeting of the workshop will be held in the music building on Thursday, February 15, 1962 from 7:30 until 9:00 p.m. If anyone is interested, but unable to attend this meeting, con- 

 tact Ron Bish via E.D.

Clyde M. Huber, Dean of the College

isc Announces Annual Cotillion

The invitations to the second annual Inter-Sorority Council Cotillion scheduled for tonight, Friday, February 16, 1962 have been long distributed. Held in Military Park, Newark, from 9 

p.m. to 2 a.m., the Cotillion, similar to a debutante ball, is designed to present new sorority 

members to the public.

Following the official presen- 

tation to Dr. and Mrs. Partridge, 

Dean and Mrs. Clyde M. Huber, 

and Jews, the cotillion will close 

with the presentation of "Footsteps in Time: An American Musical" in the 1930s, with a 

prominent dancer from the musical "The 

Barnaby Jones." The dance will be presented by the student 

chorus, under the direction of Dr. B. Quintana.

On Wednesday, February 28, Norman E. Lange, Ed.D, 

Director of Student Teaching and Associate Professor of Education, will speak on "Foundations of Euro- 

pean Education." The meeting will take place in College 

Hall, Room 1. All students are cordially invited to attend.

Dean Clears Issue Of Assembly Policy

In a recent interview, Dr. Clyde M. Huber, Dean of the College, reiterated the Assembly Committee's policy that the Li-

brary and other facilities be closed during the assembly hour on Tuesday.

Basically, assemblies at Mont- 

clair, said Dean Huber, are held to give different campus groups a chance to develop their abilities and goals, and to give the students of Montclair a chance to see and hear notable persons and groups from our own campus, such as the winners of the Experiment in Interna- 

tional Living, and the College Band. The Dean added that since attendance is no longer be-

(Continued)

Quarterly Chooses New Editorial Staff

Elections were recently held for the 1962 Quarterly editor- 

ships. The Quarterly staff for Spring and Fall 1962 will be headed by Sue Flannelly, editorial in-

chief. Other positions include art editor, Richard Blizer; litera- 

ture editor, Janet Brunakski and business manager, John Salta.

A collection of poetry and short prose writings, the Quar- 

terly is M.S.C.'s literary magazine, compiled from student contribu-

tions. Applicants were screened by Lawrence W. Conrad, adviser, and the present staff, Maurice Dornon, editor-in-chief; Dennis Dorton, art editor; Sue Flannelly, literary editor.

Sue Flannelly is a sophomore Latin major and French minor.

Platter Hop Helps Scholarship Fund

The men of Gamma Delta Chi have announced that they will present their third annual "Battle of Discs" dance on Saturday evening, February 24, beginning at 8:00 p.m. Featured will be the top hits of the past ten years, including many of the latest rock 'n roll records released and a special added attraction to be announced at a later date.

The dance will be stag or drag and tickets will be fifty cents per person. Proceeds will go towards the Gamma Delta Chi scholar- 

ship fund. Tickets are now available from any member of the fraternity.

The scholarship fund was ini-

tiated with the first "Battle of Discs" dance in 1960, and the fraternity hopes to extend the fund from one semester to an entire year. The pur-

pose of this scholarship is to aid any incoming freshman who should request aid. Candidates are judged according to aca-

demic excellence, extra-curricu-

lar activity participation, and an interview with the scholar-

ship board.

Last year's award went to 

Olympia De Santis.

Cupid's Capers Crowns Rosemary Casey Queen

Rosemary Casey was chosen Valentine's Day Queen of Phi Sigma Epsilon's "Cupid's Capers" dance held last Saturday, February 16. Rose- 

mary is a business education major, and a member of Lambda Omicron Tau sorority. An off-

campus student, her home-town is Bushfield, New Jersey. As the Queen of the dance, Rosemary was presented with a diamond tiara crown.

Tryouts for Light Up The Sky will be held on February 21 from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. and February 22 from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium. Scripts are avail- 

able in the library.
About Books

An institution that is concerned with producing educators and knowledgeable people should have as one of its major assets a library. At present our is inadequate but this situation is likely lightening as the Sprague Library becomes a reality. To go hand in hand with a sound library should be a well stocked bookstore. Our bookstore does not, in our opinion, serve the student body well enough.

The cost of books available is too high. Many texts sold in the bookstore should contain materials that are stocked do not have enough depth or range of content. Third, the facilities are overburdened in bearing large numbers of valueless items. Razor blades, hobby pins and a clothing mart do not belong in a bookstore. A bookstore should contain BOOKS.

What should be and can be done? First: Prices should be kept at a bare minimum. If necessary the store should be run at a loss. It can not serve its purpose by pricing books so unreasonably. The deficit spending would be worth the educational investment that is being made in 22 hundred minds that would be enabled to search and roam through new vistas of intellectual endeavor. Second: The acquisitions personnel should give more attention to current fiction and poetry, which has a very narrow range of materials related to the sciences and fine arts. As the store functions now, if the book is used in a course offered this semester, it is stocked. If it is used last semester and might pique interest in purchasing some book in a new field of endeavor it is not carried. We can't condone this. Something must be done.

Reasoning and a broader selection will help but the non-essentials must go. Keep the paper, pencils, lab kits and erasers. Sell mugs and novelties, but shaving cream, razor blades, nightgowns, hobby pins and other "gift-fami" do not belong in the bookstore. Books of a wide range of interests and depths and a reasonable price tag should be the first and foremost concern of the operators of the bookstore. So far they have failed to realize this.

GIGI MINSKY, Bryna Ginsburg

SGA Report . . .

by Ken Villani

Many students do not realize the scope and effect of the Student Government Association on our lives on this campus. Following run-down of some announcements and reports may be bound to the extent of its involvement enacted by the fourteen members now representing you on their SGA.

EASTERN STATES CONFERENCE. During the latter part of March eleven representatives from Montclair State will participate in this conference of eastern presidential conference. The purpose of this three day meeting will be to formulate and discuss workshops and possible options from students in relation to the profession which are of concern to SGA CARDS. The final "fugue's" homework cards were taken during the registration period. Any one who does not have a card will have to pay a $2 fee for either loss or negligence.

SECOND HAND BOOK STORE. This institution, through the capable management of Warren Pearl, has proved a success. SGA has approved the SGA and the Finance Committee on Friday, its immediate reception by the student body has been overwhelming.

The first feature of the newly inaugurated Lecture Series will be Ralph Baethke in the Memorial Union on March 7. Students may pick up their tickets two weeks prior to the performance at the cost of 25 cents with their SGA cards. However, if the tickets are not bought in advance, they will cost $1 at the door. The same holds true for:

THE LIMELIGHTERS CONCERT. People with SGA cards may purchase tickets in advance for $1.50; at the door they will cost $2.50. This event promises to be one of the best-attended in the history of the activities. Orders from other colleges are expected in quantities. Whether you are interested in music or just want to hang out, you are sure to enjoy this event.

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING. The second organizational meeting of the SGA will be held Monday, February 26, at 7:30 p.m. in the Snack Bar. The purpose of this meeting is to acquaint the student body with the organization of the Student Government and the activities of the SGA for the year.

SCIRC. The first meeting of the State College Inter-Relations Committee will be held Monday, February 26, at 7:30 p.m. in the Stone Hall Rec Room. This committee, sponsored by Montclair State, will foster exchanges of program ideas and communications among the six state colleges. Problems common to the schools will be analyzed through a vehicle in an attempt to evolve solutions.

THE SGA: COLLECTION. With the financial assistance of the SGA the College Development Fund is in the process of bringing some items together. A collection of art to be used by the SGA will be held on February 26, at 7:30 p.m. in the Snack Bar. The purpose of this meeting is to acquaint the student body with the organization of the Student Government and the activities of the SGA for the year.

Plato wrote much that is of value to us today. His analysis of the Cave is in particular a good example; and perhaps I shall not be too hastily criticized if I borrow his beautiful illustration in order to clarify one aspect of the world situation.

The reader may recall that Plato believed Man saw only a shadow of Reality and thus was possessed of only a part of Truth. He suggested that the Real passed before the brilliant light of Truth, and cast its shadow on the Wall of the Cave.

Since Man faced this Wall of Life and could in no way turn his head, he saw only the shadow Appearance. There are many ways of applying this analogy to the current international crisis. I offer the following application for consideration.

The Communist press deliberately misrepresents truth in an attempt to persuade those under Communist influence that the West, in general, and the United States, in particular, are war-mongers. Such genuine attempts to help other countries towards the high ideals of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity (as the Peace Corps) are said to be evidence of United States imperialism.

There are those within this country who subscribe, at least in part, to this belief. They postulate the interesting hypothesis that the United States is responsible for the state of tension that prevails.

A certain large nation with a penchant for constructing curtilages and walls and other innovations designed to promote the cause of peace in oddity enough, hardly mentioned by such people. Perhaps this is because they, like the mislabeled nations, gaze towards the Wall only a menacing shadow. Surely however, the brilliance of the illumination so thoughtfully provided in the form of a fifty megaton bomb, by Mr. K., ought to be sufficient to reveal the truth of the matter.

SNACK BAR TO EXPAND

Due to crowded conditions in the snack bar, the decision has finally been made to expand said facilities. The patio which now adjoins the Snack Bar will soon be enclosed to the tune of $12,000.

Half of this money was donated by the SGA and consisted largely of Carnival profits from the past few years. The remain­der was appropriated from the War Memorial Fund.

The addition will be glass enclosed and will be heated by heaters which will be located in the ceiling. Another added feature will be a back counter which will be the disposal of organizations who hold their meetings in the snack bar.

The snack bar expansion would be completed and the addition ready for use by the end of February.
Who's Whose
by Floy Turnquist

Married: Carol Guizzi, Kappa Sigma; Robert Reiss, Kappa Sigma, USA.

Engaged: Gerrie Hamill, Delta Omicron; Pat '64 to John University; Jeannine O’Kane, Kappa Sigma; Kappa Sigma; Fordham, USA; Susan Schneider, Sigma Delta; Pat '63 to Harry Berger, University of Notre Dame '63.

Promoted: Linda '63 to Glenn Mahler, Lambda Chi Delta '63; Barbara '63 to Dave Swartz, Lambda Chi Delta '63.

With Menegro there have been more elections in the Greek organizations. The results are as follows:

The new officers of Delta Sigma Theta are: President, John Jones; Vice President, John Jones; Secretary, John Jones; Treasurer, John Jones; Corresponding Secretary, John Jones; Editor, John Jones.

Kappa Kappa Epsilon: President, John Jones; Vice President, John Jones; Secretary, John Jones; Treasurer, John Jones; Corresponding Secretary, John Jones; Editor, John Jones.

Adele Cohen; Corresponding Secretary, John Jones; Treasurer, John Jones; Secretary, John Jones; Corresponding Secretary, John Jones; Editor, John Jones.

Margaret O'Neill, playing Julius Caesar. She appeared in the movie, "Caesar and Cleopatra," directed by Frank Lloyd and starring Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor. The movie was released in 1945 and was one of the most successful films of that year, earning several Academy Award nominations.

Peggy Salter assists two young children to read. She is an educator and has been involved in reading programs for many years. She is shown here helping children with their reading skills in a classroom setting.

POET’S CORNER

I
Near-asked native must eat tonight,
Must find his food in the wood.
Bald black spear bearer must hunt today to
Reach his goal.
Hungry hunter sees his goal . . .
Aims his spear . . .
Hits the mark . . .
Hit the mark. . .
Hits the mark.

II
Cloth-draped Caesar must think tonight,
Must search his soul to find himself.
Wealthy wise words must steal today
To answer questions raised in doubt.
The magic links lose him . . .
. . . finds no goal! . . .
. . . finds no goal.

Cesar, appeared on the movie screen in "The Connection" and on the television screen in "Eye on Broadway." He played the role of Julius Cesar, one of the most famous and influential figures in history.

Reading No Longer Of Student Interest
by Thomas Singer

"Books in all their variety are often the menace by which civilization may be carried triumphantly forward." In the November 13, 1961 issue of the Saturday Review, Frederick DeBolster, Jr., quoted Winston Churchill in an article concerning the lack of interest students have in reading. The disinterest in reading outside books is not a condition that originated in the college. Douglas Bush, Harvard English professor, remarked that most students enter college with a lack of knowledge of the classics and an inability to write a "page of good English. And this is Harvard.

It seems that students today are curious about books with subject matter pertaining to contemporary times. Most students have read Salinger's "Catcher in the Rye," which, Bolman thinks, "comes as close as any novel to being this generation's equivalent of Fitzgerald's "This Side of Paradise." There is evidence that they can be interested in reading, even foray, if it is relevant to their own experience in the '60's."

The most interesting statement made in the article is that "the book may no longer be the central force in education." This may be the era of teaching machines. Once the book is renumbered, the "central force" would be electronic recording devices. Absence of the book could also lead to absence of the teacher. "We will be culturally impoverished if we do not, somehow, manage to keep the book close to the center of attention for educated men."

While criticizing the college student for his lack of interest in reading, Bolman also offers some solutions that would not be impossible to institute. "The bookshop is essential a part of the university community as the library or the laboratory, and a good deal more important than the stadium. American universities should maintain book shops and all, just as they maintain theaters and music and athletics at a loss."

Another solution is making books available to the student once the bookstores are maintained. Books, hard bound editions, can be expensive, yet the paperback is an inexpensive solution to the problem.

(Continued On Page 5, Col. 5)

Speech Clinic Offers Community Service

Due to popular misconceptions in the article strives to correct the fallacy that the only thing the Speech Department produces is "chaos.

Little is known about the Speech and Hearing Clinics established in 1932 by Professor Ellen Knauff and now directed by Dr. Harold Scholl, coordinator of Speech and Hearing services in the department. This clinic serves speech and hearing impairments in school and speech and hearing disorders.

Each semester the clinic could accommodate one hundred children who are recommended by school nurses, pediatricians and parents. Children are first given a free diagnostic interview by MHC speech therapists and then referred for rehabilitation on Wednesday or Friday afternoons.

Under the staff supervision of Dr. Scholl, Dr. Gilbert Leight, Professor Eva Buhachman, and Professor Allen Kaufman, the junior speech majors take Practicum in Speech Correction work at the college with small groups planning therapy, devising speech goals and reporting to parents.

The second semester is devoted to work with children and adults patients having speech and hearing irregularities at Mountainside Hospital, Practice-teaching seniors then work with a speech therapist helping school children, Speech majors are certified by the state and with the American Speech and Hearing Association upon graduation.

Problems dealing with articulation, voice, halitosis and stuttering are dealt with here by speech juniors. Dr. Scholl reports that most of the stuttering cases occur with high school boys and have presented social implications. The students are not disbarred until sufficient progress has been made with their problem. Even then children must return for periodic checkups and progress analysis. There are approximately 35-40 majors and minors involved with this practical experience service program.

A fourth phase of internship is voluntary work experience at the North Jersey Training School in Totowa. Established in 1957 by Dr. Scholl, this program for MHC speech students is currently being directed by Professor Eva Buhachman.

(Continued On Page 4, Col. 1)

Salanitro Returns To Take New Post

This last year, due to the growth in the number of high school and transfer students wishing to enter MSC, a new assistant director was opened to properly and adequately handle them. The position was designed to assist the Director of Admissions, was entitled the Assistant Director of Admissions. There was a very great need for this post, for the number of applicants for the class of 1965 is approximately 2,000 and the number that they expect to accept is 630.

Selected to fill the position was Margaret O'Neill, Miss Mary Salanitro. She was an attractive young woman with the qualifications for the job (Continued On Page 4, Col. 2)
As the Peace Corps approaches its birthday—March 1, I wonder how many of you begin to think about joining the cause yourself? You face decisions which may set the course of your career. There are many paths you—yet not yet circumscribed by your financial responsibilities, financial or job obligations. The Peace Corps offers a new opportunity for an American youth to face future beyond the most sobering skills you offer by the stimulation of fresh ideas and perspectives, and by your energy, enthusiasm, and open-mindedness. By virtue of your liberal education and skills you will not lack for achieving power and influence in your Peace Corps years. Peace Corps work will be a renewed and productive position. You who see your accomplishments grow from day to day in the application of your skills just as you are trained.

You would like to be creating new opportunities for feeding from the experience you bring and to use your skill to initiate your work after you leave. You would like to have a comes back with new knowledge and new experience to contribute to your contributions to government, industry, or the arts.

APPLYING TO JOIN THE PEACE CORPS

A person who wishes to join the Peace Corps must:

1. Be a United States citizen.
2. Be eighteen years of age.
3. Be single, or 17 if married and with must apply. They must be single females under 18 years of age.
4. Be willing to serve abroad for two years.

BEING SELECTED AND TRAINED

After submitting a Questionnaire and taking the Peace Corps Examination one must successfully complete an interview to be accepted into five general areas: Peace Corps history and culture.

SPEECH CLINIC

(Continued from Page 3, Col. 5)

Adult students, students in the Peace Corps, and members of the general public could be involved in the clinic's activities. The clinic provides a place for people who are interested in the field of speech therapy to meet and learn more about the field. The clinic also serves as a resource for those who are seeking information on speech disorders and their treatment.

Confused? Can't perceive why this picture is upside down? What about the scheduling of this group last semester?

President's Report Details Progress Of Past Decade

President's Report Details Progress Of Past Decade

As is probably natural, the present students here at Montclair State tend to view the improvement-construction plan being carried on with resentment because of the daily disruptions it causes. They are generally unaware that these changes are part of the new look in campus and are trying to do their best, both physically and mentally, to maintain a good school spirit.

SALANITRO RETURNS

(Continued from Page 3, Col. 5) and grace our Administration Staff. While attending Montclair State, majoring in Latin and minoring in English, Miss Salanitro was captain of her fencing team. Upon graduation from MSC, she taught Latin and English for seven years at the Regional High School in Spring- field.

Talking with Miss Salanitro makes one very aware of her interest in personalities, and of her dedication to her chosen field. She says, "It is quite an experience to return to my alma mater." At the same time, she welcomed the staff of the Administration Office with a year's worth of the college's history, most of the staff, and much of the physical equipment were acquired to the great benefit of Montclair.

In the field of creatively progressive education, too, the college has taken a number of steps to improve the quality of education. These include the acquisition of the Peace Memorial, the new dormitories, and a number of other improvements. These steps were taken in order to provide a more comfortable and satisfactory learning environment for the students.

Who's Who?

(Continued from Page 3, Col. 3) and Tom Hooper; Sergeant-at-arms, Pete Cole; Sigma Eta Sigma, Science House Society: President, Steve Jacobs; Vice- President, Larry Loza; Secretary, Bob Heagerty; Treasurer, Art Schmitt.

Club News: Alpha Kappa Delta, English Honor Society: President, Carol Funder; Vice-President, Barbara Cannon; Secretary, Pat Mroz; Treasurer, Sue Mitchell.

CEAER

(Continued from Page 3, Col. 2) Guns of the Trees and narrated Magical Thinking (1940). He has won recognition on Broadway and in television in Naked City, U. S. Steel Hour, Play of the Week, and on television in Naked City, U. S. Steel Hour, Play of the Week, and Electra.

(End of A. Schofield)
ANAHEIM SCORES NEAR RECORD TIME; WALKS 6:34 MILE IN INQUIRER MEET

Fencers Victorious In 2 of 3 Matches

by Leslie Bolesh

Eleanor Gutowski (l) scores upon Gloria Debak (r.), Rutherford, in a match during the Montclair inquirer meet. (Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)

Tours Carry Credit In Travel Program

by Jack Parish

Montclair students, undergraduates or graduates, will have a wide choice of places to travel to and through next summer. There will be almost three months of exciting trips offered for credit.

A Cultural Tour of Europe, covering Holland, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Germany, Belgium and Scotland will be conducted by Mr. Kahn. Those wishing to participate will leave New York by jet on July 9 and return on August 25. The all-expense, tuition, including hotel, will be $1140.

An Introduction to European Education, covering Great Britain, Denmark, Holland, Germany, Austria, Switzerland and France, will be conducted by Dr. Lange. Those wishing to participate will leave New York on July 19 and return August 1. The all-expense of the tour, including hotel, will be $1184. Tuition is extra.

Each of the above courses may be taken for five points credit or without credit.

A Round Around the World including Lisbon, Madrid, Rome, Athens, Istanbul, Kabul, India, Thailand, Singapore, the Philippines, Hong Kong, Maroo, Japan and France, will leave New York on July 9 and will return on August 25. The all-expense, including hotel, will be $1600. Tuition for six points credit is extra.

The remaining indoor track schedule includes:

SATURDAY, MARCH 10

Montclair placings during the first ten events in the world officially recorded in this event.

Arnheter's astounding victory overshadowed all. Eleanor Gutowski, national woman fencer in the country, makes the call.

Arnheiter's victory was almost shattered when Montclair trackman brought the crowd to its feet with a specta- tacular win in the 600 meter invitational meet last Friday in New York City. In the 600 meter, Mrs. Aimee Maria Teegulini and Louise Reed each captured medals in the women's individual divisions.

After a score of 111 to 5 defeat. The competitive team, consisting of Linda Borelia, Judy Mates, Roger Smith and Gary Meyer placed third in their one mile relay effort. The remaining indoor track schedule includes:

Friday, February 16

Relays and Walks — YUAC, Madison Sq. Garden

Saturday, February 17

College Track Conference Relays at Queens College

Saturday, February 24

Relays and Walks in National AAU Championships at the Madison Square Garden

Sunday, March 10

Inter-Collegiate Amateur Athletic Association of the Madison Square Garden

Dr. Alpenfeld (Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)

Dr. Alpenfeld received his bache- lor's degree from Colorado State of Education in Greely. As an undergraduate he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa and gained national fame as a tennis player. He also has studied at the Universities of Denver, Cali- fornia and Chicago.

Dr. Alpenfeld has been chosen as the next member of Alpha Kappa Alpha, national service and char- ity organization. He is a member of many honorary so- cieties and of the American As- sociation of Anthropology, the American Society of Applied Anthropology, the Childhood Edu- cation Association, and the American Associ- ation of University Women. In 1961 he was elected an International Honorary Member of Delta Kappa Gamma.

EVENTS OF THE WEEK

BASKETBALL

Saturday, February 5

Cigarettes Away — 8:30

Tuesday, February 9

Paterson Home — 6:30-8:00

WRESTLING

Saturday, February 17

Seton Hall Home — 2:00
Big Red Trounces Trenton For 15th Win; Capitano, Szem Lead Indians In Victory

by Ken Villani

Tuesday night, the Tigers of Trenton were tamed by Montclair's red-hot varsity, as Pete Capitano and Paul Szem scored in 52 points between them to lead the way to a 69-48 victory.

This win enabled the Indians to take undisputed possession of first place in the Conference with as little as 1-7 overall. Montclair is 1-6 in the State College competition and 1-14 for the year.

The Tigers contained MSC's offense for two minutes until a free throw and two Capitano tosses shifted the point machine into high gear. Our press defense and "pass-out" offense left TSC in the dust. When the runners started to score in the critical portions of the game, MSC had as comfortable a margin in the point spread over Trenton as it enjoys in the Conference standings.

Capitano missed about 15 minutes of the game and only hit for 33 points, 1-3 on baskets against 10 on free throws. Scorn centered on a fantastic 63% of his shots (10 for 16) to compile 22 markers. Captain Mike Lauten hit 5 for 9 from the floor for his ten points; Tommy Johnson notched 11 of his own.

Leaving the parade were Dennis Woods with 36, Ted Genesky (17), and a new varsity star Sam Turner (10). The experienced J.V. unit was led by Capitano and Szem and MSC's tradition of consistently outstanding J.V. teams.

Grapplers Lose
To Stroudsburg

by Dave Fisher

The Montclair matmen dropped their third match in a row last Saturday when East Stroudsburg trampled the Indians on our home mat.

The Big Red grapplers were at their weakest for this match. Bob Minrek and Walt Sauter, the only undefeated wrestlers, were knocked out of the line-up with flu. The Jvymen squad tried to fill the gaps but fine efforts were not enough to offset the experience in these varsity slots.

East Stroudsburg wound up easily triumphed 38-8 with only one Montclair victory.

MSC Cuts Triple Conference Tie; Capitano Tops Scoring Record

by Todd Jenkins

Montclair's basketball five kept their Conference hopes alive last Friday by edging Jersey City, 66-67, in the final seconds of a court thriller at Jersey City.

Pete Capitano provided the second highlight of the game as a tension-lashed crowd watched him not only sink the winning basket from the free-throw line in the closing seconds, but in doing so, also break the MSC individual-scoring record for the season.

This win now breaks the three-way tie that had existed in the N.J. State College Conference standings. Previously Montclair, Jersey City, and Glassboro each claimed first place with identical records of 5-1. Montclair fell victim to Glassboro, Glassboro fell to Jersey City, and Jersey City then fell to Montclair Friday night.

This board battle counted as the 13th victory for the Monticello Grizzlies. The Gothics played "read" ball, but a persistent Montclair press of accurate shooting by Pete Capitano, Paul Szem and Mike Lauten, coupled with the ball handling of Tom Johnson proved to be the winning combination.

Throughout the entire first half the two teams were never separated by more than four points. The score was tied six times as both teams battled for the lead. The half ended 34-34 with a high, arching jump shot by Mike Lauten.

Jersey City began the second half by pumping in twelve points to Montclair's two with twelve minutes left in the game. Two baskets by Capitano, one each by Szem and Lauten put the Indians back in the game.

Battling down to the wire, the Indians watched Capitano throw the final line with 13 seconds to go, and hit to Montclair ahead and break the college's scoring record for the season. Jersey City failed to score on two returns and our conference hopes remained untarnished.

"Cappy's" winning free throw was his 50th point of the game. This gives Capitano a season total of 499 points, breaking the old record of 488 once held by Jim Tenaro.

Pete still has six games to play and if he continues to rip the cords at his present rate of 35 points a game, he'll set a record that will be hard for anyone to break.

Indians Snow
Cheyney Five

by Pat Kedian

The Wolverines of Cheyney State College came down from the covered hills of Pennsylvania by Pat Kedian

The lop scorers for Cheyney High for Montclair were Butula and then Jenkins combing to live up to pre-season predictions. His name? — Paul Szem.

Cheyney led throughout the first half of the game. Butula is a transfer student on campus. Mike Lauten hit two jumpers by Pat Kedian

The Indian five were moved to the Indian court tribe. As a Seton Hall transfer, he has had a.collegiate career and is starting to mark time until his eligibility restoration is over.

A sophomore physical education major and a member of Phi Lambda Pi fraternity, Paul finds that sports occupies the bulk of his extra-curricular activities. Track and basketball are his favorites on campus; he lists fishing and water-skiing as his major outside interests.

A St. Benedict's Prep grad, Paul starred as a letterman in both basketball and track until he graduated in 1957. In the javelin throw he was the 1956 New Jersey State championship title, and then capped both the Catholic Title and the Eastern States Title in 1957.

Paul played freshman basketball at Seton Hall for one year, and then followed this up with two fun-filled years in the United States Army (1958-61).

In addition to being a top rebounder and scorer for the Indian court squad, Paul is also a devoted family man and has a young son.